
Basketball is Crazy about Pazzo 
 

MAPEI Installation Systems Are a Slam Dunk at Hall of Fame Restaurant 
 
 

Since it began in 1891, the game of basketball has built a rich history for itself. The Naismith 

Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame, located in Springfield, Massachusetts, preserves and 

promotes the game’s legacy at the professional and amateur levels and serves as basketball’s 

ultimate library of the sport’s history. Inside the Basketball Hall of Fame, visitors can marvel at the 

collected memorabilia about their favorite sport and then sit down in the elegance of Pazzo 

Ristorante to enjoy superb steaks and brick-oven pizzas while continuing their discussions about 

the best players and teams of all time. “Pazzo” means “crazy” in Italian, and basketball fans at the 

Hall of Fame are crazy about Pazzo. 

 

Recently, Pazzo Ristorante underwent a facelift to better reflect the personal style of owners 

Casey Petruccio and Stephen Delguimo. Petruccio sought the advice of Boston Tile, one of the 

oldest MAPEI distributors in North America, to ensure the restaurant got the absolute best quality 

in its tile selection and the greatest reliability from the installation products.  

 

Karen Tesini, showroom manager for Boston Tile, assisted Petruccio with the selection of tile and 

natural stone. Based upon the size and composition of the tile and stone, Karen impressed upon 

the restaurateur that he should insist on Ultracontact™ mortar for the large-format floor tiles and 

Ultralite Mortar™ for the wall tiles. She convinced Petruccio that the most dependable products 

would ensure the most satisfactory installation. 

 

The tile and stone installation was a “family” project, as some of Stephen Delguimo’s friends in 

the tile business came from Brooklyn, New York, to create the beauty and sophistication many 

Hall of Fame visitors now enjoy. The installers set the 18” x 18” (46 x 46 cm) beige Frames tiles 

from Rex Ceramiche using Ultracontact, MAPEI’s full-contact mortar that assures adequate 



coverage of the tile without back-buttering. The Frames tiles were accented with Imperador 

Brown marble insets from Boston Tile.  

 

Restaurants, especially busy ones like Pazzo, get a lot of foot traffic across their floors. To be 

sure the floors will always look great, the installers used Ultracolor® ultra premium sanded grout. 

Ultracolor is specially formulated with MAPEI’s High-Hydrated Cement Technology (HCT™) to 

eliminate problems often seen with Portland-cement grout, such as color consistency and 

efflorescence. Keracolor™ U, an unsanded grout from MAPEI, was applied around the marble 

insets, which had extremely small grout joints. Both grouts contain MAPEI’s BioBlock™ 

technology for antimicrobial protection*. 

 

The restaurant owners wanted to use tile on much of the walls in the food preparation area as 

well – especially around the brick oven. In addition, they tiled floors, ceilings and walls in the 

bathrooms. For all the vertically applied tile, the installers depended on Ultralite Mortar, a 

lightweight, nonsag mortar that has superior performance on walls. It also contains BioBlock 

technology for antimicrobial protection.   

 

When the tile installation was complete and the restaurant was open for business, Karen Tesini 

was one of the first visitors. “Boston Tile is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year, and we’re 

proud to see our products in places like Pazzo here at the Basketball Hall of Fame,” said Ms. 

Tesini. “The restaurant has old-world Italian charm with gothic lamps, high ceilings, an open-air 

kitchen – and the most wonderful food!” 

 

 

 

*BioBlock technology has been added to select MAPEI adhesives and grouts to help inhibit the growth of various types of 
odor- and stain-causing mold, mildew and bacteria. BioBlock technology provides built-in antimicrobial protection without 
expensive additives, extra steps or added time. 
 
Consult your federal, state and local environmental and health departments for recommendations on preventing mold, 
mildew and bacteria growth. For the most current information on BioBlock technology’s antimicrobial protection, visit 
www.mapei.com. 


